Whitepaper
A Whitepaper for a Community-Led
NFT project

A randomly generated collection of
10,000 unique
 CryptoDude NFTs.
Backed by community, utility, ERC20, and the Metaverse.
CryptoDudes is a 10k NFT project, launched by veterans of the NFT
community.


Each CryptoDude is special, and programmatically generated from
20+ traits including expressions, accessories, clothing and more. Be
it a Filmy Dude,

Alpha Dude or Creative Dude, CryptoDudes have a vibe for every
tribe! But some traits are rare, and will unlock special privileges for
the holder.


The traits aren’t just art, they are integrations and opportunities for
all kinds

of brands looking to explore the metaverse. The aim is to create the
magic with brands, celebrities and influencers through The Dudes.


With a core community of holders that shall potentially have access
to the Dude DAO through ownership of CryptoDudes, the project
will leverage the best of web3 technologies with digital art,
commerce and entertainment at the front and center of it all.

CryptoDudes are bringing the
metaverse to the
 mainstream.
Buy a CryptoDude and get access to our exclusive community of
talented and savvy folks who can help you with their experience,
contacts and information about the metaverse and crypto markets.
Learn, play and earn your way through the metaverse with The
Dudes by your side. Know more about web3 platforms, investment
opportunities, legal information, resources and a lot more!


The Dudes are more than just an NFT project. They are your ticket
to a community of enterprising folks exploring the ever-changing
metaverse every day. New opportunities, collaborations and
avenues will open to every CryptoDude holder, with many more on
the way! Each milestone achieved on the roadmap will reveal the
future roadmap milestones planned for CryptoDudes.


NFTs are powering decentralized media productions across the
world, and The Dudes’ metaverse will be no different. Comics, toys,
movies, shows, you name it. What’s more, the Dudes shall have an
ERC20, adding layers of utility around the Dudes, all while
promoting the community and exploration of the crypto ecosystem
at its core.


The best part? The owners of CryptoDudes may get to decide the
direction through decentralized governance and voting rights. The
governance voting will also play a role in roadmap execution. One
Dude = One Vote!

1% of every primary and secondary sale of CryptoDudes will fund
the Dude DAO which could be activated as part of the roadmap. The
Dude DAO can provide employment, partnership and collaboration
opportunities on creative and business projects to owners of
CryptoDudes. If you have skills like writing and coding, or if you’re a
meme lord; The Dude DAO shall be the place that always has a
broad range of requirements to fulfill.


4,000 CryptoDudes will be created and curated in partnership with
brands looking to jump into the metaverse. They will have custom
art in the form of traits, and will provide special utility in
partnership with each brand in collaboration.


Imagine owning a CryptoDude NFT that lets you redeem a chance
to meet or work with your favorite brands, or a CryptoDude that
gives you a free entry to an exclusive party! Possibilities are endless,
and only limited by your

imagination.

Drop Details

10,000

20+

Unique CryptoDudes

Traits

40%

6%

co-created (Brand
partnerships)

Rare

1%

Super Rare

Why own a CryptoDude?
For Brands/Collaborators
1. On-chain revenue sharing and royalties - Eliminate paperwork
through automated smart contract based revenue sharing and
payments on each primary and

secondary sale.


2. Dedicated landing page - Get your own dedicated and
customizable website for your NFT store.


3. Customized Dudes with brand integration - Your Dudes will hold
your drink or wear your brand’s clothes.


4. IP rights for derivatives and future monetization - Own your
derivatives along with IP rights, and open up a future of artistic
monetization possibilities.


5. Plug-&-play NFT store & community support - No experience with
crypto or NFTs? No problem! The Dudes shall partner with leading
global companies that

shall help with end-to-end execution of your NFTs.


6. Specialized consultation for projects and drops - Have a special
request or an idea for an NFT drop? The community shall partner
with specialists that shall guide you

to a successful path.


For CryptoDudes Owners 1. On-chain ownership of a CryptoDude - Own a one-of-a-kind
CryptoDude, verified on the blockchain.


2. Access to CryptoDudes community and Dude DAO - Get access to
our exclusive members-only community of CryptoDudes from
across the metaverse and participate in contests, projects and
opportunities.


3. Chance to participate in airdrops, contests and giveaways - Get a
chance to win free NFTs, crypto, merchandise, freebies and more,
just by owning a CryptoDude.


4. Whitelist access for future mints and projects - Want to be the
first to participate in the next 100x NFT project? We got you
covered with early access whitelists.


5. Supportive ecosystem of builders & collaborators - Have an idea,
a startup, or a service? Build a team with our talented Dudes, pitch
for funding, and make your

dream projects a reality.


6. Information and resources to learn about crypto and NFTs - What
is a blockchain, what are NFTs, why should you buy one and not the
other? Learn everything you

need to know about the ever-expanding metaverse.


7. Special workshops and events with brands - Get access to
exclusive workshops and events in partnership with brands you
love. Learn and earn through various

brand opportunities.



8. Access to CryptoDudes meetups and podcasts - Own a
CryptoDude and be a part of members-only meetups, podcasts,
hangouts and more.


9. Secret/Special Unlock (Refer to Roadmap) - This one is special,
and will remain secret until the first 10 roadmap milestones are
achieved!


10.Priority Access to ERC20 - ERC20 shall act as the exclusive
gateway to the Dudes ecosystem, with everything from
merchandise to NFTs being purchaseable only via them. Get your
hands on these tokens before anyone else as part of the core
community!

Roadmap
Our project roadmap is a dynamic, community-led initiative with
milestones and unlocks that will be revealed over time. Each step of
the roadmap brings us closer to our vision of The CryptoDudes
community. Owning a CryptoDude will ensure you’re part of the
journey with fellow Dudes across

the metaverse. The final unlock will be revealed before the first
Dude DAO governance vote.
Launch

1. 200 NFT Giveaway

2. Pre-Sale 1: 200 NFTs


Unlock A

1. Pre-Sale 2

2. Pre-Sale 3

3. Pre-Sale 4


Unlock B

1. Merchandise launch

2. 1k Dudes sold out


Unlock C

1. MATIC Airdrop to Dude Hodlers


Unlocks

A. Airdrops and contests begin

B. Brand partnership reveal

C. Dude DAO activation

D. Secret unlock (Large-scale members-only conference/festival
event)
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